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I.

OBJECTIVE SECTION

The Purpose of the Objective Statement
The purpose of an objective statement is to convey to the reader the professional
objectives of the sender, as related to a specific opportunity. This concise, written
statement typically answers the question ‘Why are you sending an employer your
resume?’
The firm Robert Half Finance and Accounting (2008) offers a few thoughts on how to
use an objective statement to your advantage.
“Lead with an objective. At the top of your resume, include a short statement
outlining your career goals and the type of position you are looking for, along
with two or three credentials that qualify you for the role. Concentrate on the
value you can bring to the company and what it will gain from hiring you, not the
expectations you have of the position. In other words, mention that you are a
"detail-oriented accounting professional and team player" rather than "seeking
position in a relaxed, congenial environment."
Examples of Poor Objective Statements (all from former UF business students)
a) Seeking a summer internship with the Siemens corporation
b) Seeking a full-time position in the real estate industry as a realtor
c) To obtain an entry-level position in copy writing with a special interest in
technical brands
d) To immerse myself in a financial-based internship in a dynamic corporation
where I can experience world class business operations, particularly in
international business and the finance environment
e) To find a full time job in a retail environment where I can use my management
skills by working with people and serving customers
Why Are These Examples Bad Objective Statements?
While statements a) and b) describe the type of position s/he is looking for, they both
omit the most important information: what transferable skill sets are brought to the table to
add value to the potential company. Your statements should also help the reader establish
themes to verify later in the resume. Consider the following suggestions; the first two
come from Dr. Brian Ray, Associate Dean and Director of the UF School of Business:
1. State the level of the position (internship, entry level, etc…).
2. State the TYPE of position you are seeking:
 Use generic words: marketing, finance, sales, etc… ( job titles can differ
within various industries).
 Sometimes however, consider mentioning specific areas of interest within
a particular field (finance for example: investing, corporate finance,
capital markets, etc…).
3. Try to use the company’s name when possible to communicate this resume was
specifically created for your company.
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Suggested Template to Follow
Seeking a summer internship
nship in X or Y which utilizes my undergraduate education in
A, as well as my experience in B and C
C.
<OR>
Seeking sales position in X or Y which utilizes my graduate education in A, as well as
my experience in B and C.
• X and Y serve to focus the reader an
and route the resume to the appropriate
HR source within the organization
• A, B, and C establish themes for the reader to verify in the résumé.
Examples: Average Objective Statements to Awesome Objective Statements
 Seeking a summer internship with the Siem
Siemens corporation.
Seeking a Siemen’s summer internship in finance or communications which utilizes my
undergraduate education in finance, as well as my experience in operations and
quantitative analytics.
 Seeking a full-time
time position in the Real Estate Industry as a realtor
Seeking a position within Gator Realty where I can use my proven negotiating
techniques and interpersonal skills to produce superior earnings for the company.
company
To obtain an entry-level
level position in copy writing with a special interest in
technical brands.
Obtain an entry level position in the copy writing industry where I can apply creativity
and utilize my knowledge of technical brands to help Tom James Advertising reach
Fortune 500 status.


Do you see a difference?
Other Thoughts on thee Objective Statement
 Remember to position your strengths and desires with what the company’s
advertised needs and goals, but keep the resume objective brief.
 Describing yourself in general terms says nothing about you and thus,
prospective employers will tune out. Write as specific as possible in your
descriptions.
 If you are using a cover letter
letter, you may not need an objective statement at the
top of your resume because the cover letter is an expanded objective statement.
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EXPERIENCE SECTION

II.

Principles to Use as Guidelines
Use this section to describe your work experiences, professional experiences, and any
leadership positions. To write this section well requires a lot of patience, trial and
error, and focus. If you really want the position, don’t miss opportunities in this
section to make yourself stand out from your peers. Keep the following points in
mind:
A. Construct accomplishment statements (vs. responsibility driven
statements)
B. Communicate results and initiatives
C. Quantify and qualify achievements if possible (this might take some
time and planning to develop if you have never utilized this
technique)
In general, a good rule of thumb to follow when constructing resume bullet
statements is to use the previous three points in the following outline:
•
•

[Action verb] skill set (A) and (B) to [accomplish, attain, complete, etc…]
<OR>
[Action verb] skill set (A) and (B) to [accomplish, attain, complete, etc…]
[resulting in, successfully, leading to, etc…]

Here are a few examples:
• [Utilized] (multitasking) to (prioritize and handle) multiple orders, market new
menu items, and respond to customer concerns
• [Used] (long term planning and time management skills) to[facilitate] social
opportunities for members, [creating an environment for team development
to occur]
• [Trained, motivated, and successfully oversaw] a team of 15 diverse employees in
the ticket office, [leading to a 100% employee retention rate over the summer]
A. Construct Accomplishment Statements
Poor or average resumes typically only describe former positions. ‘I did this, I did that, I did
this, etc… ‘Great resumes describe performance and job skills used in the position rather than
just describing the position itself.
Hanson (n.d.) suggests never to use expressions such as "Duties included," "Responsibilities
included," or "Responsible for." That's job-description language, not accomplishmentsoriented resume language. After all, if you were an employer and wanted to run a successful
organization, would you be looking for candidates who can perform only their basic job
functions, or would you want employees with a proven track record of accomplishments?
Consider the difference between the following two descriptions of the same job:
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Examples of How to Construct Accomplishment Statements
Example 1: A recent graduate with little work experience is applying for a marketing position
and has the following on their resume…
Chili’s Bar and Grill (Covington, Louisiana)
Waiter
• Assisted customers by taking food orders
• Helped servers out by taking additional shifts
• Routinely closed the restaurant during night shifts
• Made the most tips of all waiters

May 2004 – May 2006

…when they could have something more descriptive, like this…
Chili’s Bar and Grill (Covington, Louisiana)
May 2004 – May 2006
Waiter
• Utilized multitasking to prioritize and handle multiple orders, market new
menu items, and respond to customer concerns
• Conveyed a sense of teamwork with colleagues by routinely covering for and
assisting fellow servers during peak traffic times
• Demonstrated responsibility by working closing shifts for the restaurant; a
task delegated only to the most experienced and trustworthy servers.
• Routinely grossed the highest tip totals compared to fellow waiters working
the same shift, demonstrating personal productivity and customer
satisfaction
Do you see the difference accomplishment statements make as compared to merely
describing job responsibilities? Here is another example.

Example 2: A sophomore at UF is applying to the Disney College Program in Orlando and has
the following experience on her resume…
Florida Leadership Academy
August 2008 - Present
Social Committee Chairperson
 Attended several workshops to develop leadership, ethics, and career development
skills
 Created socials to help FLA members connect with one another
 Sat in on meetings with guest CEOs and CFOs to ascertain ethical consideration in
bankruptcy cases
…when they could have something more descriptive, like this…
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Florida Leadership Academy
August 2008 - Present
Social Committee Chairperson
 Selected as one of the top 100 sophomores in the Warrington Co
College
llege of Business
from a highly completive
pletive pool of student leaders
 Actively exchanged and contributed ideas in several leadership, ethics,
ethics and career
focused workshop modules
 Used long term planning and time management skills to facilitate social
opportunities
ties for members, creating an environment for team development to
occur
round-table
table bankruptcy
 Critiqued, evaluated, and debated ethical considerations at round
discussion meetings
tings with guest CEOs and CFOs
What a difference a few honest, descriptive words can make!
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B. Quantify and Qualify Achievements if Possible
Qualifying and quantifying can really help recruiters connect the dots between your
skills and what you might be able to do for their company. It’s ok to brag a little
about yourself on your resume, but it is never acceptable to stretch the truth or lie to
make it sound like you accomplished more than what you did.

Examples of How to Quantify and Qualify Achievements
Example 1: A junior at UF with little work experience is applying for an internship during the
following Spring semester. She has the following experience on her resume…
SeaWorld Orlando, Orlando, FL
June 2008 – August 2008
Intern
• Assigned to guest relations to oversee ticket purchases of daily visitors
• Oversaw daily maintenance of the opening and closing procedures
• Worked efficiently and effectively as a lead supervisor of 15 employees
• Led a case study for Operations Department and presented it to top
executives at SeaWorld
…when she could quantify and qualify her descriptive, like this…

SeaWorld Orlando, Orlando, FL
June 2008 – August 2008
College Experience Intern in Operations
• Increased inner-office ticket handling protocol in the guest relations office,
leading to a 25% faster transaction time at the ticket office window
• Demonstrated responsibility by overseeing ticket sales, opening, and
closing procedures of the “Shamu” ticket office, where over 8,000 tourists
purchased tickets during the peak visitor season
• Trained, motivated, and successfully oversaw a team of 15 diverse
employees in the ticket office, leading to a 100% employee retention rate
over the summer
• Voted by fellow interns to lead a case study team in the Operations
Department and successfully pitched the case study to top executives at
SeaWorld
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C. Communicate Results and Initiatives
Great resumes are also results driven, as compared to poor resumes that are
responsibility driven. Great resumes demonstrate what an employee has done and
how they have added value to their former employer. They demonstrate initiative
and assertiveness.
Examples of How to Communicate Results and Initiatives
Example 1: A young alumni from UF with one full-time experience under his belt was
recently laid off. He is looking to revamp his resume to showcase how he takes initiative.
His resume includes the following experience during his years as an undergraduate…
Saliwanchik, Lloyd & Saliwanchik, Gainesville, FL
July 2006 – May 2008
Law Intern
• Performed various duties in the law office, such as maintaining overall
efficiency of the firm, restocking break rooms, and assisting head attorneys and
their associates
• Set up and arranged board meetings, which included ordering refreshments
and food
• Co-organized an annual golf tournament (SLS Open)
• Created an instruction manual for current and future associates
…after changing some statements to reflect a results oriented resume, he also added some
statements that demonstrates how he took the initiative...

Saliwanchik, Lloyd & Saliwanchik, Gainesville, FL
July 2007 – May 2008
Law Intern
• Developed project management and organizational skills by assisting attorneys
with case prep work, leading to an increased efficiency with case loads
• Utilized multi-tasking and communication skills to set up approximately 30
board meetings for staff members and their colleagues
• Demonstrated assertiveness by updating a 75-page manual for new interns and
new employees; a task typically handled by a full-time associate
• Co-organized the SLS annual golf tournament and obtained over 15 local
companies to participate
• Offered a full-time position after the internship due to exceptional
performance, analytical skills, and follow-through ability
Adding a few statements about the outcome of your work can help recruiters see
how you are a results oriented employee.
You do not need to quantify on ever bullet. Use this technique when it is most
relevant to the situation.
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Example 2 & 3: A high school student with only the following experiences…
Secretary, TAA Travel
December 2006 - April 2008
Gainesville, FL
• Answered phone calls and filed important documents for travel agents
• Completed data entry projects
Sandwich Artist, Subway
Sarasota, FL
• Calculated daily cash flows from register receipts
• Provided customer service to clients

June 2006 - Aug 2006

…can increase her professionalism by communicating results and initiatives….
Secretary, TAA Travel
December 2006 - April 2008
Gainesville, FL
• Utilized interpersonal skills to schedule appointments and respond to customer
concerns in a timely manner
• Applied advanced Microsoft Excel spreadsheet techniques to data entry projects,
resulting in faster project turnaround time when compared to other secretaries
Sandwich Artist, Subway
June 2006 - Aug 2006
Sarasota, FL
• Used accounting skills to calculate daily cash flow from register receipts
• Applied interpersonal skills to interact with clients and was recognized for
outstanding customer service during the month of July, 2006
Other suggestions for a great resume:
1) Check your spelling and grammar! Have a friend proof reed your resume.
Their is nothing wurse wen trying to make a good impressional on an
employer than fidning bad grammor in a proffessaional documentt .
2) Your resume reflects items which have occurred in the PAST (unless you
are currently working in the position). Make sure ALL your verbs are in the
past tense.
3) Make sure your dates are aligned on the right hand side. Pulling the dates
to the far right gets the text out of the way of the body of the resume so it
doesn’t detract from the “meat” of the resume.
4) You don’t have to include your reference sheet on the resume.
5) Don’t underestimate “unimportant” jobs, such as working in a coffee house,
supermarket, or retailer. Always focus on using the three principles above.
Ask yourself, “What are the transferable skill sets I can advertise?”
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III.

COVER LETTER

Principles to Use as Guidelines When Constructing a Cover Letter
 Always follow a business format.
 Make sure your contact information is someplace on the cover letter. (Tip: use
the header from your resume to create custom letterhead look for your cover letter)
 Always address the letter to a SPECIFIC individual in the company when
possible (do some research to find out who is reviewing your application).
 Remember: be brief, concise, and to the point. Don’t ramble.
 Focus on personal links in the letter: make the connections between what the
company is looking for (as stated in the job description) with your previous
experiences. Help them connect your experiences to the job responsibilities.
Paragraph One: Self Introduction
 Mention the specific job or position number (i.e., Human Resource Manager, #
1223-A)
 Communicate a thorough self-assessment of your values, interests, and skills
(i.e., tell them why you want to work for this company; get personal).
 Convince the reader you understand the company’s needs as well as industry
trends. This is your first chance to demonstrate your knowledge of the
company and your knowledge of trends for this particular industry.
 Most people babble on and on about themselves here. It is imperative to make
sure to address a handful of points about the company to demonstrate
knowledge of what the company does and where they fall within the industry
compared to their peers. Roughly 75% of the cover letters I read leave these
thoughts out, missing out on opportunities to showcase to the employer that
you understand who the employer is and where the company is headed.
Paragraph Two: Why You vs. Someone Else for the Job
 Describe your education and professional experience in the context of a future
resource for the company. Don’t just tell them what you have done, describe
why this company would benefit from hiring you….what are you going to do
for them? How are you going to add value to the company?
 Use your company and industry research to describe your ability to address
current opportunities/problems within the industry.
Paragraph Three: Closing and Initiating of the Follow Up Strategy
 Outline your follow up strategy (i.e., how do you plan to contact them in the
future to follow up?)
 Consider a future phone call to the company a few days after they receive it.
This helps keep the process organized and employers are less likely to say no.

The more personal the contact you have with the company, the more accurate
the information the employer has about you to help with their decision
making process!
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